
Casino-X Enters the New Year 
With Brand New Look 

 

Sydney, Australia, March 26, 2016 — /EPR NETWORK/ — As years pass by and 

the gambling community at Casino-X is constantly growing, lots of improvements 

and innovations have been added recently to celebrate a longstanding success of 

the online casino. Primarily, the ‘Battles’ page has been rewritten, so that 

players can now better monitor their gambling career advancing and 

participating in battles available within several simple clicks’ length. Also, the 

tournament ladders and players’ profiles have changed their appearances, which, 

of course, won’t escape the regular visitors’ attention. In addition, Casino-X is 

working on the feedback system with an eye to allow lovers of classic online slot 

machines to announce their preferences as for possible betterment of the 

gambling experience. 

New sections have been built in and the old ones have been expanded: today it 

is possible to plan and manage gambling activities even more effectively. In 

addition, the entire collection of casino games now has a description and an 

accurate cover for every title presented. News related to recent games’ releases 

and updates is now comfortably available to all users. In case there are 

questions or specifications that interest the player, the site offers live support 

accessible 24/7. 

Mostly, it is the casino game service at Casino-X that has undergone the biggest 

refinement. Aficionados of slot machines now can switch from the practice mode 

to real playing just by choosing this option anytime they want to. Moreover, new 

and unregistered players also can access the registration function right from the 

practice mode and continue gambling without the necessity of interrupting the 

game. On the whole, whether it is a process of experienced playing or just 

acquainting oneself with the peculiarities of gambler’s craftsmanship, one will 

feel more comfortable when one chooses to visit Casino X. 

Being supported and invigorated by the world’s most prominent game 

developers, Casino-X has also put a lot of efforts to make tournaments and 

contests more interconnected. Nowadays, it’s unprecedentedly easy for gamblers 



to take part in large-scale competitions and benefit from their reputations as well 

as switch between different battles. 

Finally, the information board has been reorganized, and it’s definitely more 

convenient now to peek at valuable updates and observe the up’s and down’s of 

other visitors of the online casino. Sure thing, all the well-known and familiar 

bonus systems are worth revisiting this new year, since the improvements 

weren’t just cosmetic but concentrated on the balance of winning possibilities as 

well. All things considered, Casino-X waits for newcomers and loyal players, 

guaranteeing as always a great deal of interesting occasions and money to win. 

Contact us at https://casino-x.com/ 
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